BUY ANY 7
tubs, get the 8th tub

FREE

Louisiana BBQ Glaze

Choose from
15 flavours

No Artificial Colours and Flavours

No Hydrogenated Vegetable Fat
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Hickory smoke and just the right amount of heat really captures the flavour of the region.
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Serving suggestion
serving suggestion

Louisiana Barbeque - Hickory
smoke and just the right amount of
heat really captures the flavour of
the region.

Tangy Chipotle Chilli
Glaze
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A distinctive flavour with an unmistakable and unique tangy chilli heat,
giving excellent coverage and visual appeal.
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serving suggestion

Phone: 01 677 8123
Fax: 01 677 4491
Email: sales@mcdonnells.ie
McDonnells (Queen St) Ltd, U15 Northern Cross
Business Park, North Road, Dublin 11, D11 W5WN Web: www.mcdonnells.ie
FV701 Cajun

FG105 Hot & Spicy

Cajun - A medium hot glaze, spicy Hot & Spicy - An intense
and finished with a unique blend
combination of aromatic spices
of herbs.
with a sweet spicy tomato flavour
finished with a distinct chilli kick.

FG110 Tandoori

Tandoori - An authentic spicy,
medium hot glaze with a
combination of Masala spices to
give rounded Tandoori flavour.

FG112 Tikka

Tikka - An intense combination of
authentic spices, which gives a
delicious curry flavour and aroma.

FG109 Piri Piri

Piri Piri - A distinct blend of
chillies and peppers with
fragrant herbs and a refreshing
hint of zest.

FG113 Jamaican Jerk

Jamaican Jerk - A blend of
aromatic sweet spices with an
authentic medium hot taste.

Tangy Chipotle Chilli - A distinctive
flavour with unmistakable and
unique tangy chilli heat, giving
excellent coverage and visual
appeal.

FG103 Sweet Chilli & Lime

Sweet Chilli & lime - An intense
combination of aromatic spices
with a fresh zesty lime flavour
finished with a distinct chilli kick.

Sticky Maple - A deliciously sweet
and sticky glaze, with the distinct
flavour notes and aroma of maple
syrup.

FG111 Thai

Thai - An intense combination of
aromatic flavours combined to
make authentic tasting Thai curry
flavoured glaze.

FG100 Smokey BBQ

Smokey BBQ - Sweet & spicy
glaze with a distinct tomato
note and gives an authentic rich
Smokey barbecue taste.

Rosemary and Garlic - Sweet
herby flavour with a subtle hint of
garlic.

FG114 Italian

Italian - Tomato flavoured glaze
with strong distinct Mediterranean
herbs.

Marinades & Glazes - a treat for your
FG115 Garlic Butter

FG106 Chinese

taste buds!

FG100 Barbecue

Chinese - Sweet savoury Oriental
glaze with a distinctive aniseed
aroma and flavour.
Garlic Butter - Subtle blend of
garlic with a distinct creamy
butter note.

TEXTURED COATERS

BBQ - Sweet and spicy glaze with
a distinct tomato note and gives
an authentic rich barbecue taste.

Salt and Pepper - Salt and
pepper seasoned glaze, an ideal
complement to pork spare ribs.

FG116 Garden Mint

FG108 Lemon Pepper

FG107 Pepper Steak

Garden Mint - A delicate taste
of fresh mint, combined with
sweeteners and acidity plus an
attractive visual herb appearance.
BBQ Chicken (Rotisserie Seasoning)
- Specifically blended seasoning
with Barbecue notes for use in
Rotisseries.
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Lemon Pepper - A textured
coater with fresh lemon aroma,
excellent visual appearance with
a generous natural pepper taste.
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Pepper Steak - A textured coater
with excellent visual appearance,
with a generous natural pepper
taste.
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Southern Fry - A traditional south
American flavour with a rounded
herby taste.

FG102 Sweet and Sour

Sweet and Sour - An
authentic style glaze with
both sweet and sour flavours
with a hint of ginger and
other Oriental spices.

FG119 Kofta Kebab

Kofta Kebab - A versatile, easy to use and
tasty Burger & Grillstick complete mix that
only requires the addition of your chosen
meat or poultry and may be a little water.

FG117 Grillstick and Burger Mix

Spicy Grillstick & Burger Mix - A complete mix
for making tasty Grillsticks and Burgers. The
subtle peppery notes combine with the flavours
of cayenne, nutmeg and onion.

NEW!

BURGER KEBAB AND GRILLSTICK MIXES

Premium Burger Mix - A tasty, versatile and easy
to use Burger and Grillstick complete mix, with
subtle notes of herb and cracked black pepper.
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